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in the previous series, drive tractors and trucks with high performance, but the racing auto vehicles also made a big contribution to the popularity of the products in the simulation series. the new “modular transport” system is a combination of the racing vehicles and tractors, and consists of 4 modules. this allows you to choose the transport machine you want. players can drive their vehicles themselves, hire npc workers to assist them, or enlist friends for
multiplayer farms with up to 16 players. the only thing more surprising with how popular farming simulator is, is how the series annual release schedule hasnt turned off the player base like it does for other similar games such as football manager. by all accounts farming simulator 22 is giving as good as previous games in the series.if driving vehicles yourself isnt your style, or if you prefer to play cooperatively in multiplayer, theres more to farming simulator
than just plowing the fields. this feature removes the need for a graphical user interface by offering a primarily text-based mode of operation. you can define your crops, machines and animals. you can start plants or animals, which will then grow to harvest if the right conditions are met. over time, you may breed animals or start new crops, as well as sell your produce or exchange your animals for a different breed or a different type of animal. theres a hint in

the name, but this is among the best simulation games on pc. this feature removes the need for a graphical user interface by offering a primarily text-based mode of operation. you can define your crops, machines and animals. you can start plants or animals, which will then grow to harvest if the right conditions are met. over time, you may breed animals or start new crops, as well as sell your produce or exchange your animals for a different breed or a
different type of animal.
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